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In the IFMIF (International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility) testing facility, the required high energy neutrons emission will be

produced by reaction of two D+ beams with a free surface liquid Lithium jet target flowing along concave back-wall at 20 m/s. The

Lithium height in the experimental loop and its relevant static pressure, the high flow velocities and the presence of several devices for

the flow control and the pressure reduction increase the risk of cavitation onset in the target system. 

Special attention has to be taken in the primary pump, in the flow straightener, in the nozzle and their interconnections where the local

pressure decreases and/or velocity increases or flow separations could promote the emission of cavitation vapour bubbles. The

successive bubble re-implosions, in the higher pressure liquid bulk, could activate material erosion and transportation of activated

particulates. These bubbles, if emitted close to the free jet flow, could also procure hydraulic instability and disturbance of the neutron

field in the D+ beams-Lithium target zone. 

Therefore, the cavitation risk must be properly foreseen along the whole IFMIF Lithium target circuit and its occurrence at different

operating condition should be also monitored by special instrumentation. 

ENEA, in close cooperation with JAEA, has demonstrated the capability to detect the onset of the cavitation noises in liquid Lithium,

by using the ENEA patented accelerometric gauge called CASBA-2000, during hydraulic test campaigns carried-out at Osaka

University Lithium facility on a straight mock-up of the IFMIF back plate target. Comparison with the Thoma’ cavitation similitude

criteria have also determined the critical threshold limit for the estimation of the onset. 

Theoretical study on the conditions of cavitations generation in the IFMIF Lithium Target Circuit were also launched between ENEA

and JAEA aiming at analysing the risk of the cavitation occurrence in the Lithium flow by using the Thoma’ cavitation similitude

already assessed by the previous tests. At the reference geometrical and thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions of the present design of

the IFMIF Lithium target loop (Lithium velocity and temperature respectively fixed at 250 °C and 20 m/s at nozzle outlet, Argon

pressure 1x10-5 Pa at the dump tank) the risk of cavitation occurrence everywhere in the circuit has been excluded.

The paper presents both the results of the experimental tests on the detection of cavitation noises in Lithium flows and the relevant

theoretical prevision on the reference IFMIF Lithium target loop.
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